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Attachment 18 

*tafzt Crf ~N-ef 9kt~roj 
Christine Todd Whitman Department of Environmektal Protection Robert C. Shinn, Jr.  
Govezrnor Commissioner 

Division of Environmeital Safety, Health 
and AnalyticalPrograms 

Radiation Protecton Programs 
CN415 

Trenton, New Jersy 08625-0415 
Tel (609) 99-5520 

Decenber 11, 2000 

Mr. Loren Plisco 
Reactor Oversight Process Initial Implementation Ivaluation Panel 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, DC 20555 

Dear Chairman Plisco: 

The New Jersey Radiation Protection Progrms appreciate the opportunity to 
present a brief outline of issues regarding the NRCReactor Oversight Process (ROP) to 
the panel for consideration.  

Performance Indcators 

1. The current p&rformance indicators are not preictive.  

2. Performance indicators must be risk-informed t make the process consistent. So 
far, the performance indicators thealselves, as vell as, the corresponding thresholds 
do not correlaie with risk. This calls into questim the value of performance indicators 
as a way toRh sess performance.Werecommeni that the current NRC Science and 
Research effort to develop risk-based performmce indicators be expedited.  

3. The Corrective Action Program .s a vital part tthe overall assessment process. Any 
findings by the NRC inspectbrs that do not pas the significant risk test are captured 
and tracked o.nly through the licensee's corrective action program. The maintenance 
rule is also an important key' to corrective actioi. It has a separate inspection module 
but has no Significance Determination Process, We recommend that information 
available froma utility's mainteniafi~e rule progam could make a useful performance 
indicator for the corrective actionpirogram. Fo instance the average duration that a 
system remaifih in the. Red category could be firmulated into an indication that 
corrective a*tions are ineffective.  
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4. The NRC should survey the public to determiný whether their confidence in the NRC 
as a regulatory agency is enhanced by performmce indicator data. Trust might be 
increased by clearly pointing out positive and regative implications of the data, 
reasons for uncertainty in the data, how data wrre collected and confirmed (if there is 
a QA process for the data) and how the public night confirm the data through 
independent sources. Jargon, acronyms, use ofamssive voice and other "bureaucratic" 
or unclear writing not only can confuse audien(es, but also can be interpreted as a 
deliberate attempt to hide information. Our reommendation for involving the public 
in the determination of whether public confideoce is enhanced is not just common 
sense. The NJ Department of Environmental Pvtcetion (DEP) has found that such 
studies provide .excellent suggestions for imprcvement of communications. A study 
on communicating performance indicators wasperformed by the Division of Science 
and Research atthe DEP using focus groups. Ve strongly recommend that the NRC 
pursue similar studies for an objective measureof their ability to increase public 
confidence.  

5. The NRC Sihiuld anticipate and us"e simple expanations to forestall public 
surprise/outrage over unfamiliar concepts (e.g. auclear power plants are legally 
permitted to release radioactivity, nuclear powar plants report their own emissions, 
nuclear power plants report their own performi ce indicators). Surprised people 
ignore the indicators themselves..  

-.. '.. .  

6. In our review of the second quarter results whidh were posted on the NRC web page, 
98.81% (1832) of the performance indicators vere green, 1.08% (20) were white, 
.11% (2) were yellow and none were red. A totd of 19 plants had performance 
indicators other than green. The third quarter rsults revealed that, 98.98% (1835) of 
the performance indicators were green, .92% (17) were white (11 white Pis are 
declining and look to be serious, while 6 whitePIs will probably disappear soon).  
There were two yellow performance indicatorsand no red performance indicators. A 
total of 16 plants had performance indicators ober than green.  

7. We recommend that the panel enigage a statistidan to assist with the data analysis.  
Were the changes that occurred in the performace indicator data between the 2"' and 
P quarters significant? The data can be sumnrized as follows: 12 white 
"per.ormance.indicators and 2 yellow performnace indicators stayed the same color.  
Ther were 5new white perfominee indicator that were originally green. There 
were 8 white performance indicators that W=4ne green. Overall, there are three less 
plants witfic6oI6'rs other than green..This indicaes a trend that the performance 
indicator part of the process is heading toward dl green.  

8. The statistician should investigate the uncertaiity within the current scheme of 
performance indicators and the sensitivity of tbse indicators. This could then be 
used by the pan el to assess whether the use of tie performance indicators provides an 
adequate asis upýon which t allocate NRC resmrces.  
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Inspections 

1. The inspections and the inspectors remain the host important part of any oversight 
process. Inspections are the only way to look 9 crosscutting issues such as human 
performance, corrective action, morale issues, taining issues, and failure to follow 
procedure, problem identiication and resolutioi. These are issues that should be part 
of every single. inspection, yet they might be esily overlooked since they are not 
straight "checklist" issues. Common sense sayi that they have risk significance, but 
they may not be able to be assigned a specific isk number. The panel must consider 
how they would incorporate crosscutting issue into the process for an overall 
assessment of plant performance.  

2. The inspection modules have all been revised race since the implementation of the 
now oveisight process on April 1, 2000 and sone are being revised again. Despite the 
revwsion, the number of inspection hours required to perform these inspections is still 
too low. We. recommend that the- pnel request i detailed accounting of NRC's 
deployment of resources since thenew oversigit process was implemented at all 
nuclear power plants on April 1, 2000. Origindly, more inspection hours were 
needed than the p.rvious process, but that is chmiging. Plant specific and reactive 
inspections. ame down and there willt be fewer aid fewer "for cause" inspections 
because "nearly.evcrbing is..green." It may eahance public confidence to publicize 
how much time the rregjulator is'inspecting the tuclear power plants. This information 
could be posted on the NRC web page and migit present a very easily understood 
benchmark for the public.  

3. Mfisleadiiý information regarding ispections ii posted on the web site. For example, 
at the Hope Creek plaht; the'planned Problem Jientification inspection was originally 
planned fori October and November 2000 and tlis was shown on the web site.  
However, the Hope.Creek inspection was comtined with the Salem inspection and 

hours at Hope Creek during 2000'

4. Decisions to iadidflycha•ige the planned inspections should be made at the mid
cycle or annual asses'ment period.  

5. Many of the findings that were documented in he reports under the old oversight are 
no longer considerid "sigrificant"."Now, the iispections are focussed on risk
significant issids. But some-good insights coudi be lost by not documenting less 
risky issues. -Th ese' fidin"gs may only be conmunicated verbally during the 
inspection or at the inspection exit interview, bit not in writing, thus not making the 
infonination available to the public. This is also. an area where there seems to be 
different understaliding by the inspectors and a the managers. Is there a threshold for 
what gets into the report?:.  

6. We recommend that the panel evaluate the nunerous miscellaneous findings (104) 
identified over two quarters that ae appearing on the NRC web page and do not have 
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a clear purpose in the new oversight process. ihey may indicate emerging issues that 
need to be integrated into the overall oversight rocess.  

. Significance Determistion Process (SDP) 

1. The SDP process remains complicated and coniising. The process is not transparent.  
It does appear that when the significance of a fnding is being debated, negotiations 
can take place in an environment where limitedpersons understand the significance 
determination process. This is supported by th. many changes that are taking place 
with the SDP and the creation of new SDPs to 4over new areas. In fact we don't know 
what the- curent SDPs are!. Finaly, some whitt findings from last quarter disappeared 
on the NRC web6ttis quarier. Where did they',? The panel needs to review the 
application of the SDP.  

2, During the two quarters of irs4&ction activity, .MRC inspectors identified 562 
findings. All but 5 were gieen or miscellaneout We understand that a red finding was 
identified-in the 3d q . and it will appear awa confirmed red finding in the 4' 
quarter. Regardless, this' informationconfirms 4ur contention that the SDP part of the 
new 6versight process is not working correctly.  

3. Also, there appear to be inconsistencies in the 4)plication of the SDP by inspectors 
over plants,.as ýell as', over NRC Regions. Forexample, in Region II, about half of 
all findings were identified at Oconee 1,2 and 3. The overall number seems 
consistent bu4 on further inspection, the findirgs are all concentrated at those plants 
that have numerous green findings. Finally, it ii hard to believe that some plants have 
no findings at ali, t' qeven gie~i The Regiond representatives will certainly be able 
to contribute greatly to your understanding of tiese issues, and hopefully, you will be 
able to make their explanations understandableto the public interested in watching 
the process.  

- Impiroving Pubhc Ctnfidence 

1. Our attachment B outilines the results of the N1FC's mid-cycle review of all nuclear 
power plants" based on the new ,, ov'e'rsight proess. All but 3 plants, operated within 
the cwir•f gifiof safety asulined by the .IRC in the recent mid-cycle review.  
One plant o1-erated with a significant reductionin safety (column 4), three plants 
operated with a mi.inaal reduciih in safety (cdumn 3), and the rest of the plants 
operatbdl with no change in the level bf safety (column 1 or 2). The panel is to 
deternine if this assessment scheme will ensut that nuclear power plant operators 
continue to self-improve over the long term. 'Yu are also to determine if the 
assessment process improves public confidenc4.  

2. The information.provided to the public in the ispcction reports and over the NRC 
wCe6 site intenioiWly Iy.lean towardxrecovery to ireen. Statements are provided to
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explain areas with non-'green results. Often staL-ments are made such as "this white is 
expected to be green by the 40 quarter." Thercis a presumption of effective future 
performance. Should the NRC be making theos types of presumptions on behalf of 
their licensees? Is that an appropriate reguiator/ stance? 

We look for'wrd to addressing the panel directy at the January meeting. Thank you 
for considering our points.

. .. Regarls, 

Assisant Director 
Radision Protection Programs 
New .-rsey DEP

Attachments 

C: Gerald P. Nicholls NJDEP 
Kent Tosch, NJ DEP 
Dennis Zannoni, NJDEP
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Attach mentI 

Inspection Findings Data 

2Q00 (April 1, 2000 to JSie 30, 2000) 

a- 237 findings during the quarter 
b. 207 green findings 
c. 5 white findings (three disappear&b)n the 3QO0 web) 
d. 0 yellow or red findings 
e. 25 miscellaneous findings 
f. I37 plants with no findings 
g. 36 plantihad 1 cornerstone green 
h. 16 plants had 2 cornerstones green 
i. 8 plants had 3 cornerstones green 
j. 3 plants had 4 cornerstones green 
k. 5 plants at 3 sites had 5 white findirgs but one was the same for 3 plants at 

one site so 3*white findings were id.-ntified during the quarter.  

3Q0 (July 1,?000 to Septmber 30, 2000) 

a- 325 findings durng the 4uarter 
b. 246 green flidings' 
C. w .ite.f.iings 
d. 0 yellow or r 'd findings 7 red identfled 3Q00 but confirmed in 4QOO 
e. 79 .misc.llaneois findings 
f. 15ilants with no findings or miscelaneous findings 
g. 191plants with-ndoflhdings and miscllaneous findings 
h. All 103 plants had only green findixgs or miscellaneous findings (1 plant 

had a finding identified as yellow oi red in 3Q00 but it wasn't determined 
until 4Q00 that hi&i finding was red) 

i. Region I (26 plants with .4 pilots) 
1.779 g`n,0. White,0O yellow, 0 re, and 23 misc (2 misc green findings 
Which is ,o6nfusing) 

j Region 1i (32'plants with 3 pilots) 
1. 52 green, 0 white, 0yellow, 0 rce and 27 misc (about half of all 
findings at Ocoiie 1,2and 3) 

k. Region III (24 plats With 4 pilots) 
1. 74 - rein (m6stly'ita~few pIantsj 0 white, 0 yellow, 0 red, and 17 misc 

.I Region IV (21 plants with 2 pilots) 
1: 41 green, 0 white, 0 yellow, 0 rd and 12 misc 

-..,.. . .- -. I 7
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Attachment Ak 

Inspectlon Findlings Data 

ý2Q00 (Apritl 1, 2000 to Jine 30,2000) 

a- 237 findings during the qua~rter 
b. 207 green fuidings 
c. 5 white findings (three disappeared in the 3Q00 web) 
d. 0 yellow or red findings 
e. 25 miscellaneous findings 
f. 100 plants had only green findings 
g. 37 'plants with no findings 
h. 36 plants had 1 cornerstone green 
1. 16 plants had 2 cornerstones green 
j . 8 plants had 3 comnersiton'e's green 
k. 3 plants had 4 cornerstones green 
I. 5 plants at3 gif.6s had 5 white flndfixs but one was the same for 3 plants at 

one site7s0-3 wbit~ findings were idntified during the quarter.  

3Q00 (Juy 1- 2000 to Septamber 30, 2000) 

a. 325'•ndiris dui'-n~g' t'heq quarter 
b. 246. green findings, 
c. 0 wiefindings' 
d. 0 yel!low, or redx fiuidin~gs -: red identfied in 3 Q00 but confirmed in 4Q00 
e. 79 mnisce'llan'eou fnings 
f. 15 plants with'no fiiings or mniscolaneous findings 
g. 19 plants with no. findings and misc-laneous findings 
h- All -103 plants had only green flndirgs or miscellaneous findings (1 plant 

had a finding identified as yellow oi red in 3 Q00 but it wasn't determined 
until 4Q00 that the finidin was red) 

i. Region 1 (26 plants with 4 pilots) 
1: -79 green, 0 white,-0 yellow, 0 re~l and 23 misc (2 mlisc green findings 
Which is' conwfusing) 

j. Region 11 (32 plants with 3 pilots) 
3 52 gre,0 white,-' 0Yellow, 0 re4 and 27 misc (about half of all 
fifndings ati Oconee 1,2 a nd 3) 

k. RegionilI'(2 4 plants with 4 pilots) 
1. 74 green-(mostly at-a few plants) 0 white, 0 yellow, 0 red, and 17 misc 

1. Re ,ion IV (2 1 plants wvith 2 pilots) 
1. Pgren,0 ~hit;O elOw,0rd and 12 misc
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A1 7-A4-P rl-r-r*, (3

Arkansas - I -B Oco*- 1 B 
-r~s -2 A,ý-B _____Oogee -2 A 

Beaver V*Iiey-1I A-5 Ocoree- 3 A 
Beaver Valley -2 A-5 Oyst~rCreek A 
5raidwood - I A Paliw~as 
BrudWod -2 'A -. Pnto'trde I A 
Browns Ferry-2 A _ _ _Ps~(o erde 2 A 
Browns Ferry -3 A P840__ I___ Pifrde3 A 
Brunswidck-7y - A -PeecriBottom2 B 
Brunswick -1 A_____________ Peaci Bottom 3 B 
Byron - I 'A High isvel of Allegations PrrM A 
Byron -2 A -- Pi1gmi A 
Calaway A-B- 3 Apparent WHITES Po4I34aech 1 B-A 
Calvert cliffs-i 1____ Poln(Seach 2 S-A 
Ca~vrt Ckft -2 B ___ rl~sed -Eiseta 
Catawba - 1 .......... ___ Prair§ Island 2 A - EP ilnepedtion 
(5; awba -2 *. A 1 *Qa~im- C-A 
Comatnch Pea A. . . .. . .1 _ _ QuaeCitles -2 B-A 

Coanheea-i A10 RiverBend A 
CoacePeak -2 A . -. Robirson A - Spent Fuel Storag~e 

cook -1 A-13 Common Weekrms"e SsfrtLucie I A___ 
Cook -2 A-B Common Weaknesses SairitLucie 2 A 
CooWe A - .2Ptntial Findings. Salon I 
Crystal River B-A Sa- 1o2 13 
osyis Bouse A -. San Orrotre 2 A - OSRE 
fliabko Canyon -17 nar A -. OSRE 
Diablo Canyon -2 .. A_- Sam frook A- EDG SDP 
Dresden - 2 B-A WHITE Physical Protection Sequiyah 1 A 
Dresden -3 - -A WHrTE Physical ProteýJon Seqiuvyab 2 A 
Duane Arnold A ________SoutfTexaslI A- OR 
Farley-1 I B-A . -Sout] Texas 2 A - OSRE 
Farley -2 C .Surnvmr A - Aux Feed Pump SDP 
Fermi Aury 
Fitzpatrick BsaA 
Fort Caltoun A-B Safeguards . Susq~hanna 1 A 
Ginna iB-A - -S~an 
GTrand G(utt -A _ ___.Thr.o Mfie Island A 
Ham. B 2 Outstanding Issues Turk~t Point 3 A - OR 

H-atch- 2 A - OSRE __ _ _TurkseyPoint 4 A - O 
t-lathA A- -. SRE ____ Verrrent Yankee A 

Hope Creek - A ____Vog96 A 
indlanPoint-2 . '" Vogtit2 A 
Indian oRnt:-3 A,. .____Watie'ord 3 A - Security Force 
K~ewaunee C . -. -____ . W8r A 

LaNeo1 A 
LaSX4ie 2 AWolf ~ro~k A 
Limerick 1I A 
Lime~rick 2 A 
McGuire I - A-B SpenTt FelSragw 
McGuire 2 A-B 7.  
Millstone 2 B .~ 

Nine Mile Point 2 A!
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Attachment B (Coitinued) 

Summary 

A - 55 plants , 
A- 14 plants 
AtoB 10 plants 
B 1-l2 plants ..  
B to A 8 plants 
C 2 plants 
CtoA I plant 
D I plant 
F 0 plants 

103 plants 

Key 

A Plant in the licinsee response column of the NRC ,ction Matrix. Safety margin maintained at the 
plant.  

A- Plant in the licensee response column of the NRC.Action Matrix but OSRE follow-up needed.  
Safety margin maintained at the plant.  

A to B Plant in t*6 licensee response column of tho NRC. ction Matrix but supplemental inspection will 
Still take place:-Safety margin maintained at the pint.  

B Plant is in the regulatory response column of the MRC Action Matrix. Safety margin maintained at 
the plant 

B to A Plant is in the regulatory response column of the MRC Action Matrix but no supplemental 
inspection will take place. Safety margin mainaid at the plant.  

C Plant is in the degraded cornerstone column ofthcNRC Action Matrix. Minimal reduction in 
safety'margin~at the plant .

Cto A Plant is "..the degraded cornerstone column of the•,RC Action Matrix but no supplemental 
inspectio1u will take place- Minimal reduction in sdety margin at the plant 

D Plant is in the multiple/repetitive degraded comersone column of the NRC Action Matrix.  
Significant reduction in the safety margin at the pint.  

F Plant in the unacceptable performance column of fie NRC Action Matrix. Plant can not operate.  "" tk . ""' . . .. . . " - -• , .


